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RAU
9

Ealing Broadway
to

Uxbridge

Start Ealing Broadway Underground station — W5  2NU

Finish Uxbridge Underground station — UB8  1JZ

Distance 15.94km

Duration 3 hours 20 minutes

Ascent 95m

Access 
Train at start of section, and at West Ealing and Drayton Green en route.. Tube 
and bus at start and end of section. Bus at West Ealing, Drayton Green, Dormer’s 
Wells,Yeading, Hayes End, Pole Hill and Long Lane en route.

Facilities All at start and end of section. Shops at West Ealing and Hayes End en route.
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9.1 Ealing Broadway Underground station 0m

9.2 WNW; Gordon Rd to end; L (The Avenue) to West Ealing stn. 1360m

9.3 R/L (Manor Rd); path across Drayton Green. 1010m

9.4 L; over rbt; ahead over Greenford Ave; Cuckoo Lane; R to ch; R over river; 
ahead; L at cricket gd; at golf course, WSW over two fairways; W (car park to 
L); over Greenford Rd.

1930m

9.5 Ahead; cross golf course (signs); path beside sch; R; L to Lady Margaret Rd. 1540m

9.6 W; R/L {Spikes Bridge Rd); R at corner; over canal; R on path to meadow; R 
side of meadow to/under The Parkway.

1620m

9.7 L side of meadow to Yeading Lane; L/R; L side of meadow to Shakespeare 
Ave; ahead behind houses; L edge of meadow; exit L (Warley Rd)

1570m

9.8 R (Balmoral Dr) to end; path by paddocks; L/R to Mead House Lane. 1630m

9.9 N; W (Mellow Lane); R (Pole Hill Rd); R; L on path past Charville Lane. 1400m

9.10 L on path; R/L/R (The Dingle); L (The Larches); R (Brampton Rd); L (Clifton 
Gdns) to end.

1110m

9.11 N (Long Lane); L (Court Dr ) to bend; half-R to Sylvana Close; out to Vine 
Lane; L/R (St Andrew’s Rd).

1450m

9.12 R at jct (St Andrew’s Rd to Park Rd; L; R to stn. 1320m
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This section of the route links the end of the Central Line 
(and of the branch of the District Line) at Ealing Broadway 

with the end of the Metropolitan Line at Uxbridge. The route is 
urban to Southall (with a golf course crossing beyond Hanwell), 
then meadow to Yeading. Streets and paths follow all the way to 
Uxbridge, with Court Park providing a short interval of grass.

The section may be broken up in several places — West Ealing, 
Drayton Green, Hanwell, Southall, Yeading, Hayes End, Pole Hill 
Road and Long Lane all have bus links.

Ealing Broadway is served by Great Western Railway and Elizabeth 
Line trains, by the Central and District Lines, and by bus from many 
local areas (including Uxbridge on the 607 express bus route).

All facilities may be found in the vicinity.

This section starts on The Broadway at Ealing Broadway 
station. From the corner of the building across the road 

from the station, take the path which crosses Haven Green, using 
the path which bisects that part of the green between Haven Green 
(road) and the railway, using a postbox on Spring Bridge Road (and 
the lights of a pedestrian crossing) as a sighting-point.

Cross Spring Bridge Road at the crossing, turn right past the 
postbox, and left into Gordon Road. Follow this typical suburban 
street for just over 1km to its end at The Avenue. Turn left past the 
shops, almost as far as West Ealing Station.

Turn right, then immediately left into Manor Road, which 
runs parallel to the railway.

On the right, you will see a fi ne terracott a building which houses 
the local offi  ce of Royal Mail.

At the end of Manor Road, after a bend to the right, you will reach 
Drayton Green. Bear left, then take the clear path on the right across 
the green.

Ignore a path going off  
to the left, but carry 
on, with a Portakabin 
nursery building to 
your left.

Beyond the building, 
veer left to keep a 
children’s play area on 
your right, and follow 
the path northwards to 
Drayton Bridge Road, 
where turn left.

Follow the street up to 
the bridge at Drayton 
Green station.

9.1

9.2

Drayton Green

9.3
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Drayton Green is on the line between West Ealing and Greenford. 
Passenger services fi t a  fairly meagre timetable in with freight. 
Since the severing of the connection at Old Oak Common (this 
is a side eff ect of HS2), the litt le branch line has become a major 
connector: it links the North and the Midlands with West London 
via the Chiltern Line.

Descend the road to reach the junction with Browning Avenue.

Go ahead, still on Drayton Bridge Road, and follow it ahead to 
and across Greenford Avenue into Cuckoo Lane, and follow it to 
Hanwell Village Green. 

Take Church Road to the right (north-west), following it as it bends 
to the left.

At the end of the housing on the left, the recreation ground of 
Churchfi elds is on the left-hand side of the road. On the right, there 
is a squat thatched cott age: this is The Hermitage.

This was the house built for Rev George Glasse at the beginning of 
the nineteenth century. Glasse was rector of St Mary’s (the church 
just ahead), succeeding his father in that offi  ce in 1785 and continuing 
until his death in 1809. He had gained a place in local society, and 
decided that he needed a suitable property. Unfortunately, he 
did not have the money to pay for the designing, building, and 
furnishing of the property.

In 1809, the time came to pay. Glasse went to London to discuss 
fi nance, and he managed to secure a loan. He returned to his 
London lodging-house in a cab, but left all the money in the cab 
when he alighted. In his ruin on realising that the money had gone, 
he hanged himself. The following morning, the cab-driver returned 
to the lodging-house with the money he had found in his cab, but 
obviously it was too late.

Even though he was a suicide, George Glasse was buried in the 
crypt of St Mary’s church — a testament to the power of family 

connections.

Press on along Church 
Road to the church.

The church has more 
to its history than the 
unfortunate Mr Glasse. 
There are suggestions 
of a church here in 
the ninth century, and 
of a  site venerated 
by the Beaker people 
(who lived in Britain 
from 2800 to 1800BCE). 
Indeed, the “Three 
Marys” (at Hanwell, 

The Hermitage, Hanwell
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River Brent crossing,
Brent Lodge Park

Northolt and Harrow — all on hills 
which are intervisible) have drawn 
theories about their importance to the 
Beaker people.

Advance towards the lychgate, but 
do not go through it. Take the path 
on the right — be careful, it can be 
very muddy — which descends to 
the River Brent. Cross the river on the 
bridge, whose ironwork proclaims 
its manufacture by “Tubewrights, of 
Newport, Monmouthshire”.

Do not turn right to follow the river 
upstream, but carry on ahead, towards 
the outfi eld of a cricket ground. Before 
reaching the boundary, bear left on 
a path which borders the river for a 
short length, before swinging to the right and emerging onto a golf 
course, the approach heralded by a large warning sign.

Bear slightly left (by taking up a west-south-westerly direction) to 
take the left-hand of two pathways between trees. Continue ahead 
in the same direction over the next fairway, and pick up a path 
with trees on the left, and bunkers on the right (you will now be 
travelling westwards).

Beyond the access path to the clubhouse and car park on the left, 
take a narrow path out to Greenford Road, which is reached up a 
set of steep and rather rickety steps. Cross the road, to arrive on the 
other side at a bus stop.

If you fi nd that you have crossed the road at a refuge, do not be 
tempted by the entry onto the west side of the golf course (gated), 
but turn left to reach the bus stop and regain the route at a footpath 
sign at the stop.

From this bus stop, the 92 route serves Greenford and Wembley, 
before terminating on the south side of the Chiltern Railway just 
short of Neasden; the 282 route serves Northolt, Eastcote and 
Northwood on its way to its terminus at Mount Vernon Hospital. In 
the opposite direction (from a stop down the hill on the other side 
of the road) both services terminate at Uxbridge Road.

Take another narrow lane from the bus stop past a lake to 
the western half of the golf course. Here, keep to the right 

of the fairway aiming a litt le south of west, then pass in front of a tee 
to reach an enclosed path ahead, with a school on the left.

This lane leads out onto Dormer’s Wells Lane: turn right, then left 
onto Burns Avenue. Follow Burns Avenue to North Road, where 
the street becomes Carlyle Avenue, and on to the junction with 
Lady Margaret Road.

9.5
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If you follow Lady 
Margaret Road to the 
left, you will reach 
the centre of Southall, 
where buses ply the 
main road between 
Uxbridge and Ealing. 
There are many bus 
routes, and Southall 
station is beyond. The 
105 bus from Lady 
Margaret Road (and 
also from stops along 
Burns Avenue) links 
with the station, and 

on via Cranford to Heathrow Central bus station.

Continue westwards along Carlyle Avenue: at its end, 
dog-leg right, then left into Spikes Bridge Road. Where 

this meets Dane Road at the corner, take a path half-right. This leads 
to the Grand Union Canal’s Paddington branch: cross the canal by 
the bridge.

Follow the path ahead: you should be helped by signposts for the 
Hillingdon Trail — ignore the Hillingdon Trail diversion signs: the 
diversion is now unused and seriously overgrown. This should 
lead you by a path which bears right, then trends left and comes 
out onto a huge meadow.

If you reach a street on leaving the canal, you will have overshot 
that junction (you will also have passed through a barrier!): just 
retrace steps until you can turn left.

Follow the right-hand 
edge of the meadow 
all the way to The 
Parkway (the A312 
Yeading by-pass), and 
take the path beneath 
the road to emerge 
onto another meadow.

Keep to the 
left side of 

this meadow as you 
cross to reach Yeading 
Lane, where you take 
left and right turns to 
cross Yeading Brook. 
Press on across another 
meadow; make your 
waa towards housing 
on your left.

The westbound
Hillingdon Trail
enters Yeading Meadows

Two jolly family outings on 
the canal at Spikes Bridge

9.6

9.7
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At this point, you will have reached the end of 
Shakespeare Avenue on your left.

The Hillingdon Trail, and its Ealing pathmate the 
Dog Rose Ramble, turn right here to cross Yeading 
Brook.

Do not go into Shakespeare Avenue, but continue 
along the perimeter of the housing to its corner, then 
bear left to follow the edge of the meadow along two 
sides: you will then reach a footpath which, by taking 
it to the left, will deliver you to the end of Warley 
Road. Follow Warley Road to Balmoral Drive.

Turn right and follow Balmoral Drive 
across a roundabout at Gledwood Drive, to 

reach the junction with Lansbury Drive.

To the left along Lansbury Drive, it is 450m to 
Uxbridge Road. The bus stops for Uxbridge County 
Court serve the main road between Uxbridge and 
Ealing, and other destinations including Ruislip, 
Northolt, Hayes, Heathrow Central and Brentford.

Cross Lansbury Drive at the lights, and continue 
westwards on Balmoral Drive, crossing Park Lane at 
a roundabout, and following Balmoral Drive to its 
end to its end. Take the enclosed path which runs 
ahead from the left-hand pavement of Balmoral Drive and follow it 
past Paddocks Farm to come out onto Mead House Lane. Turn left 
and follow the pathway to come out to Hayes End Road.

Do not turn right up Mead House Lane: this leads to the Hayes 
Park offi  ce complex and there is no exit onto Hayes End Road and 
Mellow Lane.

Turn right, taking the corner to reach Mellow Lane. Follow 
the full length of Mellow Lane to Pole Hill Road, where 

turn right to climb to the junction with Charville Lane.

From the bus stop a short distance along Charville Lane, the view 
to the south-east is extensive.

The bus stop is served by the half-hourly U7 service to Uxbridge.

Continue along Pole Hill Road for a few metres, then 
take an enclosed path to the left. This path borders 

Highfi eld Primary School on your left, and Swakeleys High School 
on your right. The path leads out onto Charville Lane West.

Take the fi rst road on the right, The Dingle. Turn left at the T-junction, 
then follow The Dingle round to the right. At the T-junction, turn 
left onto The Larches. Take the next street on the right, Brampton 
Road, and follow it round to the left, and then to the right, to reach 
Clifton Gardens at the road summit. Turn left, and follow Clifton 
Gardens out onto Long Lane.

Early autumn morning, 
Balmoral Drive

9.8

9.10

9.9
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Cross Long Lane at the pedestrian crossing ahead on your right.

Follow Long Lane to Court Drive, where turn left. On 
Court Drive, pass the houses on the right, then past the 

solo building (Park Lodge) on the right, and just into the left-hand 
bend. At a telecommunications box, bear half-right to cross the 
grass, threading between two pairs of isolated trees, and to the left 
of a third pair, to reach some houses at the right-hand end of a brick 
retaining wall with palisade fencing above.

Exit the parkland to the left, passing between two of the houses, 
to reach the turning circle at the end of Sylvana Close. Follow the 
street out onto Vine Lane. Turn left along Vine Lane, then right onto 
St Andrew’s Drive. At this point, you enter the area now known as 
St Andrew’s Park, formerly RAF Uxbridge. After 140m, you will 
reach a junction.

Over to your left, following Wren Avenue, the wartime Batt le of 
Britain Bunker is now graced with a modern museum building 
adjacent. Tours of the bunker itself are conducted, usually by 
retired RAF personnel, and there is an exhibition which explains 
the history of the site. There is a café in the exhibition building.

At the junction, turn right, following St Andrew’s Road, as it drops 
to cross the River Pinn on a left-hand bend. It then climbs, passing 
Bader Way on the right, with Dowding Park on the left.

A slightly longer alternative route (and 
the best route to return to the main route 
if you have visited the Bunker) takes Wren 
Avenue to the gate of the bunker complex, 
then turns right to descend to the River Pinn. 
After crossing the Pinn, Dowding Park is on 
your right: follow its left-and edge to reach 
St Andrew’s Road, where turn left.

Continue up St Andrew’s Road. Where 
the road turns to the right, continue ahead 
on a footpath. This brings you out onto 
the St Andrew’s roundabout next to a 
commemorative RAF gateway.

Descend  to the left to pass into the middle 
of the roundabout, and take the exit directly 
opposite. Turn right to ascend to High Street. 
Pass the Civic Centre on your left.

Hillingdon Civic Centre was built on the site 
of a former offi  ce building of the defunct 
Middlesex County Council, and was opened 
in 1973. It is constructed in neo-vernacular 
style, featuring materials indigenous to the 
area (red brick, tile and yew), and is listed 
Grade II.

The Three Tuns Inn, 
Uxbridge High Street

9.11
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Continue ahead into the pedestrianised part of High Street to reach 
Uxbridge Underground station.

Uxbridge was an important stage post on the coach road to Oxford 
(which became the original line of the A40 when road numbering 
was instituted in 1921): the evidence is still present in the many 
stable yards along the street, and in the Three Tuns, a coaching inn 
which has survived. The market hall opposite the station dates from 
1789 — there is no market there today, although there are a few 
stalls in the “square” within the Pavilions mall, plus a few which 
encroach upon the pavement. The area between the Tube station 
and Belmont Road is often fi lled with travelling markets.

At the west end of the town centre (off  the current route), the Crown 
and Treaty inn occupies the Treaty House, where King Charles I 
made abortive att empts to conclude the Civil War through the 
Treaty of Uxbridge.

The current station is Uxbridge’s second Tube terminus: opened in 
1938, it replaced a station on Belmont Road, where the Sainsbury’s 
supermarket now stands. The high-vaulted interior was designed 
to echo the station at Cockfosters, at the other end of the extended 
Piccadilly Line (which had taken over District Line services from 
Acton Town). The station is listed Grade II.

The stained glass windows, seen when exiting the station 
onto High Street, are by Ervin Bossányi, an Austro-Hungarian 
emigré (via Germany): the designs incorporates the heraldry of 
Buckinghamshire (the swan), and of the pair of long-defunct local 
government entities that were Middlesex County Council and 
Uxbridge Urban District Council. Bossányi also designed glass 
found in Canterbury Cathedral, the Tate Gallery, the University of 
London’s Senate House (see also Charles Holden below), and in the 
Woodrow Wilson Memorial Chapel of the National Cathedral in 
Washington DC.

The “winged wheel” sculptures above the entrance are by Joseph 
Armitage The semi-circular forecourt allowed the building to 
incorporate a turning circle for the trolleybuses which ran the line 
between Shepherds Bush and Uxbridge, the route now covered 
by the 607 bus service, one of only seven TfL routes in the 600-699 
range which is not a school service.

The overall design of the station is by the redoubtable Charles 
Holden (1875-1960), and takes its place in the long list of his commissions 
from London Underground. Most of his station buildings may be seen in 
the 1930s extensions of the Piccadilly Line and the Northern Line.
Holden was born in Bolton, and his early work portfolios had commissions 
from William Hesketh Lever (later ennobled as Lord Leverhulme) for his 
company village of Port Sunlight on the Wirral. He has important works 
in Bristol, but his best-known work is in London. Apart from the stations, 
55 Broadway was designed by Holden as a headquarters block (built on 
top of St James’s Park station) for London Transport, and Senate House 
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(sometimes known as the London Lubyanka) for the federal headquarters 
and library of the University of London in Bloomsbury.

Uxbridge is the terminal station of its branch of the Metropolitan 
Line. The bus station is adjacent (through the station and left at the 
barrier). It is the hub for all local bus services. All facilities may be 
found in the town centre.


